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Mentally fit adult muslims omrah completes with performingg tawaf circumambulating anti clockwise moving around ku2019aba seven times sayee running between
safa and marwa hills and halak shaving head or trimming hair it has no wider rituals of hajj like sacrificing animals staying at mina arafat muzdalifa stoning the pillars of
satan etc hajj must be performed in the fixed time of a year but omrah can be performed any time
Places of hajj and omrah pilgrimage
The places of hajj and omrah pilgrimage is makkahtul mukarramah and its outskirts in the arabian peninsula all rituals of hajj are performed in the city of makkah and
its surrounding areas although ziarah visiting of rauza sharif the holy tomb of the prophet s at madinahtul munawarah is not part of the hajj almost all pilgrims visit the
rauza to pay their homage to the beloved prophet s every year millions of muslims around the globe flock together at these two cities during hajj and omrah pilgrimage
the main pivotal point of the pilgrimage is the ku2019aba or baitullah house of allah situated in the middle of the masjidul haram the largest mosque of the world all
pilgrimages both hajj and omrah begin and end with the tawaf circling anti clockwise around ku2019aba
Ku2019aba or baitullah house of allah the lord of the universe the baitullah sharif or ku2019aba is the qibla direction of prayers of all muslims around the world
ku2019aba is situated at the valley of makkah in saudi arabia it dates back to the time of hazrat adam a who built this house of worship as the first mosque on earth it
was destroyed by the great deluge during the time of hazrat nooh noah a and later was rebuilt by hazrat ibrahim a and his eldest son hazrat ismail a the greatest and
the last prophet hazrat mohammad s established the customs of performingg hajj ceremony commemorating the heritage of hazrat ibrahim a hazrat ismail a and
hazrat hazera hazar a every year pious muslim pilgrims flock to the city of makkah to perform the ceremony of hajj and omrah with due solemnity and religious fervor
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